This research paper is about integrating heterogeneous web applications using web services. A SOAP web service is being used to integrate applications like ASP.NET, Java and database. As usage of internet is expanding and the concept of web service is gaining publicity so there is a growing market demand for more cost effective and efficient heterogeneous enterprise applications.
INTRODUCTION
For meeting the growing demands of the business, information sharing from various heterogeneous sources is a challenging issue. This paper proposes an approach of integrating applications using SOAP web service. Language for communication between web services and any application is XML( EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE). If format of xml generated is different for different applications then inbuilt XSLT transformation engine is used for mapping values. We have made case study of House Bidding in ASP.NET, MS SQL Server 2000, java, REST Web services and silverlight application. An abstract framework of the system we are implanting is shown next in below figure.
Fig 1: A basic flow of our heterogeneous application
In this paper, we do not consider REST web service and silverlight application, these two will be covered in our next paper with few more enhancements. This is just an approach to use web services in real world and is more widely used and accepted. The case study has not been built for a real client, but if developed further, it has a potential for commercial application and could be used in real world.
Evaluation and Analysis of Literature Read
There are some terminologies or technologies we are using in our case study. After understanding these topics it will be easier to understand my work.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
SOAP is a lightweight protocol for exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed environment. It is an XML based protocol that consists of three parts: an envelope that defines a framework for describing what is in a message and how to process it, a set of encoding rules for expressing instances of application-defined datatypes, and a convention for representing remote procedure calls and responses. SOAP can potentially be used in combination with a variety of other protocols; however, the only bindings defined in this document describe how to use SOAP in combination with HTTP and HTTP Extension Framework. 
WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
A WSDL document defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports. In WSDL, the abstract definition of endpoints and messages is separated from their concrete network deployment or data format bindings. This allows the reuse of abstract definitions: messages, which are abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged, and port types which are abstract collections of operations. The concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular port type constitute a reusable binding. A port is defined by associating a network address with a reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a service.
[32]
There are few components of wsdl and they are described below [21] :
Types XML representations of the types (typically XML Schema language) e.g. myRetrieveRequestType Messages XML messages built from types, passed from client to server and server to client e.g. myRetrieveRequest, myRetrieveResponse Which messages are sent in which direction, and what will be the response. e.g. myRetrieveRequest is sent from client to server, and a myRetrieveResponse is sent back from server to client. The .NET Framework has two main components:
Bindings
1. The common language runtime.
2. The .NET Framework class library.
The .NET Framework can be hosted by unmanaged components that load the common language runtime into their processes and initiate the execution of managed code, thereby creating a software environment that can exploit both managed and unmanaged features. The .NET Framework not only provides several runtime hosts, but also supports the development of third-party runtime hosts. [7] Microsoft SQL Server
For our case study we have used Microsoft SQL server as our database. The architecture of Microsoft SQL Server is broadly divided into three components: SQLOS which implements the basic services required by SQL Server, including thread scheduling, memory management and I/O management; the Relational Engine, which implements the relational database components including support for databases, tables, queries and stored procedures as well as implementing the type system; and the Protocol Layer which exposes the SQL Server functionality. [6] 3. Implementation
CASE STUDY HOUSE BIDDING SYSTEM:
In this paper we have described our database, ASP.NET application for managing bids, SOAP web service, and finally java application that will consume this soap web service. So next is the description about them. 
SOAP WEB SERVICE
ProjectBiddingWS: Some important code for SOAP web service that we will be using in our application:
/// Summary description for Service1.
[WebService(Namespace = This java Web application is the client for our soap web service. This is made using Servlets and JSP's. The application is not communicating to the database directly, but only accesses it via the web service. For accessing database and search project or for placing bids, bidder has to authenticate itself with proper login credentials.
Fig 3: Flow in Client Bidding system
Login Page: When we run the java client application it will show login page. If login fails appropriate message will be displayed Search Page: Here we can search houses using search criteria. It should be possible to leave some search criteria empty. If all criteria are empty, then all houses will be displayed. We will get all the houses where status is NO (i.e. no bid has been accepted). When you click on submit it will display all relevant houses according to search criteria. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, on going work on the integration of heterogeneous web applications have been summarized. For doing so we have taken a case study House Bidding System. Firstly we have shown a figure which is an abstract framework that we are planning to construct. Later on in next section all the related terminologies are discussed. Then after this a case study is discussed, with its database tables, ASP.NET application, SOAP web service and Client Bidding (Java web application). This type of integration is most relevant for enterprise system implementation and for other forms of integration. Proper server side and client side validation will be done in the application. This application will prefer server side validation as client can deactivate client side validations any time and also because server side is more secure.
As WWW is expanding and gaining publicity so the scope of web services is also increasing exponentially. There are tremendous ways to use web services but we have discussed few ways of integration. In future there can be more ways to integrate heterogeneous applications. These will be discussed in our next coming papers. In our further research we will extend our architecture and will add REST web service and silverlight application. 
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